Welcome to IPMSA.co.za

Welcome to Industrial Poles & Masts
Industrial Poles & Masts, manufacturers of Steel street light poles, Decorative poles, Transmission poles, High Masts
(Base Hinge or Mid Hinge),
Lighting Conductor poles, Traffic Signal Poles, Street furniture and Steel fabricated work. Solar panel poles, wind turbine
structures .
Railway overhead line poles/columns.
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autoplay: true
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Accuracy and Desire

Over the past 23 years an obsession with accuracy and a desire for aesthetic appeal has permeated the entire company
of Industrial Poles and Masts. We would like to take this opportunity to welcome you to IPMSA.co.za

Computerised Design

John Duncan, IPM's Pr structural engineer with more than 28 year's experience In the steel industry wrote and designed
our computer design and quoting system. John has been with IPM since 1985 during which time literally thousands of
quotes and designs have been prepared, all within twenty four hours from the time of enquiry.

Technical Perfection

IPM and its team with Jaco Meyer as head of the production department will ensure the highest standard of quality of
product and control, from the moment of ordering raw material right down to the offloading of the poles and masts to the
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